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Seeremato 9,
OaLifcraia

STAT’:
Weatherman: Rain Again

Fina!Co-itec Fest Tonight
Co-Rec VIII conclude the fall
$emester’s setheUes Weight
with a varied program to be
prreeated In the Woolen’s Olynt
beginning at 7:30 o’clock.
Isicluded in the evening’s program will be orgsalzedegazues,
badminton, volleyball, table
games, and mutant dancing.

Return of scattered ram appears likely for toda,, as the
weatherman, seeing how easy it
was oser the weekend. es porta
to repeat his drought breaRing
performance. Not much temperature change to. extorted, with
today’s high around 110.
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SJS Budget Goesl Over $9 Million
Money Set for Buildings,
New Land Acquisitions

’Continental’ Doll
Featured in Lyke
The Semi -Centennial Edition of
Lyke, which went on sale this
morning at campus stands, has
within its pages a "Lykeable Doll"
with a continental air.
J a fie Kerrigan, a honey -blond
freshman from San Rafael, is
presented as the Spartan answer

’Y’ Will Hold
Membership
Drive Tonight
The first general n4mbership
drive of the year will be held lay
the ’Student Y this evening at
7:30 o’clock at the Student Y,
209 S. 9th St.
Reports from persons who attended the Asilomar conference
will be heard at the Meeting. The
Regional Council at Asilornar dB_ cussed -questions - such as, who
jnim-1W and
should be a
what ahould be the purpose of the
local .Student Y.
Plans for next semester’s activities, including an open house,
membership driv e, commission
groups, a campus survey of student intereate and concerns, also
will be presented and discussed at
this evening’s meeting.
’ Welvin Stroud, "Y" president,
Is iseglekter a lameAllaggut.
.4,ens.--

Students Get
TeachWobs
Students who expect to enroll
In Education 145 (Supervised Student Teaching) for the spring semester are required to attend a
meeting tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
in Room 55, according to Dr.
Gervais W. Ford, Secondary Education_Department head.
At this meeting, Dr. Ford said,
student teachers will be given
their assignments in student
teaching for the Coming semester.
Important announcements, he added, will be made regarding the
student teaching assignment.
He said students who find it
impossible to attend should ’contact him prior to the meeting.

Group 4 Shots
To Be Given
Second polio vaccinations will
be given tomorrow to (troop
4, ..imsens with receipts op to
1000, In the Health Office from
2 to 4 p.m.
1)r. Thomas J. Gray, health
officer, disclosed that a limited
registration will he held Its the
Student Affairs Office Jan. 21
and 22 to bring a second group
of mignnps for the two vaccinations up to an even 1000.
There are now TS in this second
group of IOW pergolas.

Ditmer-Dance-Tickets Ready
Tickets to the February graduates’ Dinner-Dance must be
picked up In Room 16 by Wednesday, Jan. 23, aecording to Tom
Bonnettl, Senior Class president.
The Diliverernce will be on
Thriftday
. Jan. 51, at, 7
o’clock. at Mariani’s, 2490 El Camino Real. A chicken dinner is on
. the mend.
February grads who wish to
purchase escort bids M33’..$10.19
.by bringing their activity fee receipts to Room It The eostr-rif
thifescort bid is $3.25.

-

to Gina Lollabrigida. Jan, vislted
Italy and other Europeancountries during a two-month four
Last summer. She was submitted
as a contestant for the honor
by Di Bari }louse, according to
Editor Barbara Noble.
Seventeen years old and 5 feet
4% inches tall, Jan registers 3425-36 on the tapemeasure for the
benefit of statistical observers.
"Lyke Lovelies" are Nancy Atwell, Lynwood ’Hall; Rosemary
Ferri, Colonial Hall, anti Carol
Lovely, House of Earl.
Dr. Mary Wiley, associate professor of recreation and education, Is honored as "Lykeable
Prof." Lyke staffer Betty Stirling tells of many unique experiences of the widely-traveled
professor.
Lyke is being sold at booths
in the Industrial Arts gateway,
between the Women’s Gym and
the Art Building, on the Library
patio, near the Police School and
between the Engineer:Mg-and-Pay,
chology Buildings. Price of the
magazine is 25 cents.
Following its Semi-Cenfennial
theme, Lyke’s format includes pictures of the Sparta of 1906 and
similarly d a t ed advertisements
that show what was high style
to the Spartan of the era.
In a feature titled "’Those
Were the Days," Mrs. Bess Williams Dolan. a 190d graduate
selected as the,leme ’ad"
for the St11/17.9eoteefiti Issue,
recalls what Spada was like In
the days of lace corsets and
mustache cope.

Camp Reaches
Student Limit;

The 142 student limit for this
year’s Spartacarnp was reached
today. according to Bud Fisher,
publicity chairman,’ All earnpers
and alternates’ places have been
taken. Those students who are registered for the camp tied MtW
paid the deposit of $6 anyieminded that the remaindef/6/ the
$10s cost is due by Feb. 15 in the
Student Business Office, Room 16.
Faculty constiltants for Sparta =LAP are Buford Bush, Dr, Janice
Carting, Dr. ’Robert
Cragin,
Louis T. Fischl, Frances Gullaild,
Dr. G. A. McCallum, Karl J. ?duelist, Ciirly Neal, Leta Walter, Lyle
r,tanisOn. John meryinett. and
Lola Eriksen:
_
LTREABLE DOLLdam Kerrigan adorns the pages of the Senil- Student csiuks616,9F. *a ’Vivian
Ceateaalal
of Lyke, campus feature inagaidise which went Andres, Dick Arington, Liz Bell,
on sale this morning at 7 o’clock. A San Kesel freshman. Jan la Clayton Bruntz, Nancy Burke,
a kindergarten -printery major who enjoys &ling, swimming and Tom Hums,
Alicia Cardona, Bruce
tennis. Copies of the magazine now are available at samples stands.
Carter, Joan Ereno, Bob Foy,
Lavonne Gomes, Nan Gopdart,
Brent Heisinger, Alice Kunz, Jim
Lacy, Jerry McCarthy, Joan Oeser,
Chuck Rigdon, Dick Robinson,
Mickey Simonet, Sandy Singer,
Nada Stepovich, Al Stubbe, Bill
Sturgeon. Bandy ’Frahm.. Al wigMeeting at 7 o’clock’ tonight at’ burg. and Jan Warden.
Sen Jose State’s Army ROTC
1-the-Alphie Vett -Omelet hawse, the --Ftve-instzuctiumiLdiesaions .444
driftMll
MfirilrSigj.
be held for the student counselors.
Frank N. Roberts tomorrow morn- Interfraternity Council faces one
The first will be tomorrow at the
of
its
busiest
schedules
becatisse
n g between 9:30 and 11:30
Sigma Kappa house.
o’clock, according to Maj. Edgar riding on the outcome of the
Among other Lyke selections
meeting is the success or defeat.
B.
Colladay,
assistant
profrsor
of
are the graphic satires. of carof the fraternity expansion movemilitary science.
toonist Perry Huffman who pokes
ment.
This is General Roberts’ first
Occupational Therapy Club will
San Jose State’s 14 social fravisit to SIB. He recently was apternities also must elect spring meet tonight at 7 o’clock in Room
pointed Chief of the U.S. Army
semester officers. Two fraternities 17.
Military District, .California, and
Guest speaker will be Lilian
will not be able to hold offices
is on tour of RCYTC installitions
this semester, the IF(’ ruled last Wegg, 0.T.R., director of Occuon college campuses throughout
Week, because they have held key pational Therapy at the May T.
the state.
positions in the Council for the Morrison Center fur Rehabilia tagGeneral Roberts will meet with
at four years. The two houses tion. Topic for her talk will be
President John T. Wablquist’s rep; are-Whs Tau Omega and Kaipa vocistiorsei testing efcS
resentative as well as with Cot Atha.
patients.
John E. Rogers. ROTC commanThe nrc also will consider a reder.
port by the Social Chairmen Committee, a group composed of fraternities and sororities to evaluate Greek social events.
Discussion is expected to conTheer will be no meeting of the tint* on the IFC decision to award
Rally Committee tonight, accord- the Warren, Bishop Trophy, given
ing to Gary Waller. chairman. each yedir to the fraternity which
Regular meetings of the group will does best athletically, at the
not be resumed until next semes- Spring Sing instead of at the trater, he said.
ditional awards banquet.
PROF MARY WILEY
Lykdaide Prof UNITED, PRESS -ROUNDUP

District Chief Frat Question
Arranges Visit On Agenda
Of ROTC Unit At IFC Confab

Club Meeting Told

No Rally Meeting

his pen at a ’somber of "painless"
courses offere4I to the unsuspectFeatured notion of the edition
is a student -written short story
titled, "Oh, Rdelbert!", which
draws a tongue-In -cheek comparison between Spartan courting procedures now and at the turn of the
Century. The story was written
bet "Perry WItikle."
,
ilfere’s the Real Scoop!" a
411ilety-disguised parody on ’the
rustics of two Spartan journalists, trams te humorous prespoliate/Rees "toxin RIME O’Conner abd Sal
Amender," boy’ Wonder of the
, Sputtering Dilly."

PrØsidenLProDses
Biggest U.S. Bu
WASHINGTONPresident Eisenhower propbeett to Congress
Tuesday the biggest U.S. spending budget in peacetime history
$71.8 billion.
-kiiiiidout a general tax
cut and asked for higher postal
rates.

Senate succeeding Governor -Elect
Price Daniel.
Senate Democratic Leader Lyndon Johnson i I) Tex ) announced
from Washingtt in Blakley will vote
with the Democrats, thus continuing the 49-47 Democratic control of the Senate.
But Blakley, at -Dallas, refused
to say whether he will vote Democratic or Republican as Interim
Senator from Touts.

His new budget for fiscal 1958
was in the black for the third
straight year. The surplus of revenues over spending was estimated
at $1.8 billion for the new year
"Now anti Then" by Pat Penick,
ARMY ORDER BLASTED
starting next /July 1.
boxnovice
the
Class winner in
SAN FRANCISCO An Army
basBut to help check inflation.
ing tournament, places the
order requiring National Guardsketball teams of 1957 and 1906 Mr. Eisenhower said, the surplus
men to serve six months active
side by side for the inspection of must be mad further to radiate
duty Would "seriously cripple" the
the reader.
the federal debt widish now stands California National Guard, accordAlso contained is a feature on et $211:67
Adjutant General of the state
student test "boo-boos," the traProw
ditional pilfered pies, coverage of TEXAS DEMOCRAT NAMED
AUSTIN
is difficult tinugh
Gov. Allan
Spartan Centennial fashions, and
of Texas, as his last official
Ira general said. "When woe
MatGeorge
on
a sports "scoop"
Tuesday appointed
’
ten young men they will
tta, -tomer SJS traskablis
IL- Blak1119.’ A wooritrimena six months on active
ha.t piAicipated Wee In the
irty, It’s going to be even more
r-0eret"
shower patine, to the U.S. difficult."
Om/ games.

Campus additions of sis and -a -half blocks of land and five new
buildings comprise 16 $9,309,300 capital outlay budget outlined for
Son Jose State Colby in Gov. Goodwin J. Knight’s proposed 195753 state budget preihnted to the Legidefur Monday.
Included in the bldg.+ are a $2,595,300 Industrial Arts Buildinel"
on the west side of Ninth street behind the present Engineering Building; $1,1116,000 Ar9lolding behind the Music Building between Eighth
and Ninth streets: $671,300 Health Building in the present parking
ind
area at the northwitoorner
of Ninth and San Carlos shft: $660,000
ing on what h now San Antonio street near
Student Activities
Ninth street; a $40300 Faculty Office Building between the Men’s
and Women’s Gyms,’ near the Education Wing.
Two and -a -half million dollars of the capital outlay budget is
for new campus land in the south, east and west sides of the premnt
campus
Plans a r e to acquire
the northern half of the Nock
Non -Residents
bounded b9 Third. Fourth, San
Antonio and San Carlos streets;
the five block area bounded by
San Carlos, Fifth, San Salvador
-and 101h streets; and the block
boUnded by San Carlos, 10th. San
Students who were classified as Antonio and Ninth Straits,
non-residents of the sate of CaliISEDIODELINO. SCHNIMILID
fornia, but who now believe they
Other budgeted futt
Pk
will be entitled to reclassification
000 for working draw/talk _perfor the Spring Semester, may aptaining to remodeling the
ply for classification is a bona lege’s main building and
fide resident by submitting a new
t Ions of $18,500 for equipment sad
statement o f residence. These
$191.2130 for lighting the old Sciforms are available hi the Adence Building.
missions Office.
Student fees, Veterans AdminiApplications should be made
only if the student believes he will stration payments and other
have been a legal resident of sources are expected to add 1920,
California for one full year im- 314 to the proposed state operamediately preceeding registration tional money to San Jose *State
for the Spring lempter. The sta- College.
tus of .sftulougiosik* es* kb Ike WAIT TO INCREASE
Colle;gte staff markt emir over;
United States on St‘ studs* visa
the 1000 mark under the budget’s
will. out
The request for reelassinestIon reeornmerutsturn for 196 new
is the responsibility of the stu- members for the college next year.
dent and should be taken care Approximately 110 of the new em-’
of by Jan. 18. No reclaseification players would be teachers. In acwill be made on registration days. cordance with earlier studies,
Non-resident students will be re- seven n e w administrative posiquired to pay tuition fees at that tions, including a vice-president,
are included In the budget.
time.
Rtiasons for teaching additions
were the rising ’graduate enrollment, trend toward greater upper
division enrollment, a large inThe student Connell will meet crease in practice teaching entoday at 2:35 p.m. In the Stu rollment and the shift from liberal
drat t Mon. A regular business arts curricula to occupational,
meeting is planned.
BUDGET INCREASER
es
The governor’s operational support of the budget for San Jose
State College totals $6,852,220 or
a 23.5 increase over the figure for
the current fiscal year. This year’s
budget support included $5,547,997.
San Jose State tops all state
colleges with its sac million -plus
operational support program. Cal
Poly follows with a proposed $4.
931,387.
Operation budget proposals for
all state colleges total $40.354,827
for the 1957-513 proposed budget.
This is an increase of 18.4 percent over this year’s 134,075,473
allocated, ENROLLMENT UP
port budget earmarked for 5.15
is- based on a full-time equivalent
enrollment of 9,900 for 1957-58.
This year’s FTE totaled 9.010
with total figures, both full and
-time students, climbing near
11,000.
In comparison with last yetaea
oast of $613, the average cost of
educating a student at San Jose
State next year will jump to $692.
Long Beach State College at $619
iperilbolealitialsreanb state College division of agriculture at
$2020 are the low and high figures for state college’s in the
governor’s , 1957-58 atimotes.

Should Check
Tuition Status

Council To Meet

Seniors who plan to graduate
in June should pay their activity
&ED -RAM TAPE’! IIEMORfi Aftbq um-46am. oenvie leads
leas as soon as possible. accord.
"Red Tape." the 1957 edition of Revehtea. are Russian Conunualet ing to Dr. Rom, G. Plaar/o, Sensettee they do such a humorous job that the audione finds itaalf
hoping for the heat for the "crank vitiates:" The trio are left PP ior Class adviser.
Dr. Pimno believes that the
right, Rob Gordon, Dom West and Jim Dunn. The bin stole the
show on opening night
treawadous perrannancra. "Red Senior Clam will be better able
at 5:15 o’clock In Morris Dailey to plan .the activities for the
Tape" reopens tomorrow
Auditorium, and will run
Saturday nightsA Tickets am..
Jtinseerallbstee If the Class knosis
on sae in the eaulent Affairs
or at the auditoria*, the
eflaiqs seniors will participate
of the performance. tienehal edeliniee mice is $1. aid 76 teals
students.
trt
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SOUTHWEST WITHERS-Raking under the wink _aosis raj=is=ateaa half Its normal raindrousid
nearly 300 years are portions of ellen WI.
r yesterday visited this
Southwest states shown above. The ere:la-hatched siert.
(Interest/0gal)

Lodge Submits Disanname,nt
Program to U.N. Committee
United Nations, - (17.) - The
United States proposed to the
United Nations yesterday that future production of nuclear materials be stockpiled only for peaceful purposes and under international supervision.
U.S. Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge Jr.. in a five-point disarmament program put before the
General Assembly’s main political
oomnittee, said such an international agreement would make it
possible "in a secure manner, to

limit, and ultimately to eliminate,
all nuclear test explosions."
Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister
Vasily V. Kuznetsov, submitting
t w o resolutions, promptly p r 0posed an immediate halt on tests
of nuclear weapons and moved to
convene a special general assembly session op disarmament at
an unspecified date.
Kumetsov launched his review
of the Kremlin’s disarmament.position which brought no tsew proposals--with an attack on the
Eisenhower Doctrine -f-or U.S.
armed intervention in the Middle
East. if necessary. .
Lodge summarized these five
objectives for the U.S. arms
n
oitcudba
plan:
"The San Jose State Ski Club’s
"1. To reverse the trend toward
find trip of the season last weeklarger stockpiles of nuclear v.eaend was successful, vAth 84 skiers
pon,s and to reduce the future
enjoying the more than three feet
qf snow which fell over the old nuclear threat.
"2. To provide against great
e while they were there," Dick
surprise attack and thus reduce
Aicock, club president, said.
"A $3 refund can be obtatned- the danger of major war.
"3. To lessen the burden of arme Student Business Office,
r16.th tomorrow by those mak- aments and to make possible intsruNtsl..stnraktrsis ULU).
---imettse trip."’ he continued:
"4. To insure that research and
Chaperones for the trip were
development activities concerning
IIIMMIctor and Mrs. Arthur Gimpropulsion of objects through
py, Mrs. Elsa Hill. assistant pro- the
Mow of occupational therapy, outer space is devoted exclusively
to scientific and peaceful purposes.
and iltieliard Fox. SJ8 graduate.
. To ease tensions and to facilwill
not
club
meet tonight.
The
itate settlement’ of difficult psilitaS Cill issues."

Ski Le,ader Says
Trip Is Success

JANUARY ONLY
FORMAL JEWELRY
flub & studs set)

Sin 90.1f

Slag

C it Si VC

The Tuxedo Shop
35 50. 4th
C13-7420

CLASSIFIEDS
LOOT
Stowe rune in’ Library Thurs.
-Pleasevet. eases &con act lenses.
Dee: needed. CT 5-9720 or S.
Union. Reward.
FOR SALM
1111111 Jaguar IRdstr. Modified.
.
CY 5-57611.
FOR KENT
.14e. Rm. ln rwt. imma_stblc_Atr
2 or 3 Excel. meals 7 lc:refer
non -ink. or drinkers. liens,
Crl W. San carlos.
Room sod board for stele. Holiday
bigg..2 girls per rm. EicceL kitchen
privileges.
Font. rooms. $10415 per month
Kitchen, male students. -No drinking or ernokIng..?Clr. 3-3308.
!ern)

Announcements of graduation
and personal name cards new can
be purchased at the Spartan Book
Store, announced Harry Winerotb,
store manager. Name cards should
be ordered early ’to insure prompt
delivery, he.jiaid.
Caps and gown will be available to seniors on Jan, 21 and
thereafter. Stlidents will be able
to pick up the elothIfig at the
time of measurentent and fitting.
The caps and gowns have been
purchased by the college. .thus
maximum service i s available,
Wineroth explained.

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery

Spears Plan
Aid to Students
At Registration
’Spartan Spears, sophomore
women’s honorary organization,
again are offering, their time to
assist students in whatever WaY
possible during registration.
’Members of Spears will be on
hand to give information concerning registration to both new and
old students. Cokes. Coffee and
doughnuts also will be sold durings registration by the Spears.
Money made by the sales will
be spent on some worthwhile project for the school. Last year,
a water fountain was purchased
by Spears from the money made.
Other activities of the Spears
include weekly trips to Agnew to
entertain patients, serving at luncheons and dinners and assisting
the Tuberculosis Association.- A
recent service by the Spears was
serving as hostesses for the Engineering Department Open
House.
New members recently initiated
into the Spears are Mickey Si0’ e
eanhe Nertenr
na Scheiber. The girls are selected
for membership on the basis of
outstanding leadership, scholarship and character.

l.R. Club To Hold
Business Meeting,
Elect New Officers
The Industrial Relations Club
will elect new officers at a combination boldnesa and --Var-t-aquainted" meeting to be held
Thursday at 230 p.m. In Room
ID of the,,ClIblch" at 3rd and
Ban_ Fermin,* Streets, accqrding
to Pu
-Chairman Bob Yother.
he entire I. R. faculty will be
on hand to dismiss the industrial relations field and answer
questions. All I. R. majors and
minors are asked to attend.
Business matters will include
reorganizing the club and discussing next semester’s agenda of
events, which inolude social events,
field trips and guest speakers.

Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner
7th & E. Sonia Clara

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
Low... Low ...
STUDENT RATES
1 Month $5.00
3 Months $12.00

-

-maseTeimosu rawritarr it
den. titivate-Own. board.
salary. AX 6-002.
one glai to share apartment with
one other. CM CY 4-9019.
Male etnellIrto share modern apt-.
7;$5 _S. Adtillt.
M ’shire apartment MTh
otitis’s. CY 3421111.

FREE DELIVERY
AND PICK-UP IN
SAN JOSE AREA

Religious Council To Arrange
Lent Speeches For Groups

College Religious Council voted
to make speakers available to
varioiks college living groups during Lent in a breakfast meeting
held Sunday at the Student Y.
Arrangement for the speakers
Five pieces of leoelry wam wiii,be made by the Rollgion-hk.
found Satordapietter the Intim. We Week committee. Speakers
’Fraternity Dame. They may be to be available for the living
Identtred and Mimed In the Ac- -groups during that time WIII be
tivities Office, Room 114, ac- announced late r, according to
cording to Miss Helen Dinuniek, Lynne Burton, publicity chairman.
associate dean of students.
Other action discussed by the
The articles include a tie Council was to obtain a booth
clasp, rhinestone bracelet, two with the Student Christian council
earrings (not mates) and an
IdentifiCation bracelet.

Say Hey, Greeks!
Lost Any Jewels?

on registration days to inform
incoming students of the various
religious groups on campus.
The Council also voted to pay
one half of expenses to send a
representative of CRC.,t&
camp.

lilies City School ’System will be
on campus tomorrow to-Titerview’ teaching candidates regarding mid-year openings. Reservations may be made,,in Room 100 of
the Administration Building.

President John T. Wahlquist
will visit the campuses of 14 major universities In the east when
he leaves Feb. 2 on a six-week
teacher recruitment trip.
Wahlquist intends to visit-She
universities of Minnesota, Michigan, Michigan State. Ohio State,
Purdue. Indiana. Illinois, Columbia. New York, Cornel, Ithaca,
Maryland, George Washington and
Pennsylvania.
As a result of his trip, Wahlquist said he expects to employ
100 new faculty members.

Pldd legisiatioh to give an
annual allowance of $3000 each to
state college presidents whose
hurries are not furnished by the
state has been endorsed by the
San Jose State College Athisery
Christian Science Organization
Board, the Council of State Colwill meet tonight et 7:30 o’clock
lege Presidents and the State
in the Chapel.
Board of Education.
El Oreille Castelliuto will Meei
Such an allowance, President
at 8 o’clock in Room 11
tonight
John T. Wahiquist has stated.
Engineering Society wilr‘hold
would be a contingency fund which
a "Senior Night" tonight at 7:30
might be used for public relations
E 118,
and other purposes, if the college rot.r.m wELcontr RED-Mevting at a state funetion In Warsaw o’clock in
Industrial Arts Club will meet
had China’s Premier Chou En-lai, left, Wiadyslaw tiornurkts,
president owns a n d wishes to are
ennter, head of the Polish Communist Party, and A. Zawadrkl, today at 11:30 a.m, in the I.A.
maintain his own home.
(International) lecture hall.
Polish government official.
.
Wahlquist hopes something
International Relations Club
will be done "to allow the prehlwill meet tonight at 7:30 o’crock
dent of !QM to fulfill the social
.
.
In Room 107.
and patine relatteas-ohligatioaa
wIlFliold- a cabinef
ViotiTtist -To
at his office as is customary In
meeting and buffet supper at the
other institutions across the
The Santa Clara County Phil- phony."
home of Jean Telford, 230 S. 17th
Co untry." Wahiquist said it harmonic Orchestra will present
San Jose State College music St.. tonight at 6:30 o’clock.
Would he use of his ahns to en- Its second concert of the season faculty immix,’ s who participate
Latter Day Saints Institute of
tertain student, faculty and COM. Friday evening at 8:15 o’clock in In the orchAtia are W. Gibson Religion will meet Wednesday at
triunity groups.
the University of Santa Clara Walters, Donald Hotnuth, -Lyle 7;30 p.m. at the Institute buildThe move for the annual allow- Auditorium.
Downey and W Wayne Sorensen. ing.
ariee was Initiated iv the SJS
Josef Szigetl, renowned violinTwenty-one SJS students are
Public Relations Committee will
up
by
Advisery Board and taken
ist:will he guest soloist with the also members of the group. They brganize work for the remainder
the two state bodies. Wahlgulsi group.4 lie will play ."Concerto are Beverly Zaia,2Nathan Fitter- of the year today at 3;30 p.m. in
said a previous survey into, hous- for Violin" by Ludwig von Bee- man,
Gary Ilesvolgit, Sheri Sny- J3.
InciocAlresidents _of_ollstr q2J- ..theweft__..120(ane Side ;Ire
leges brought a suggestion (Mill
Under the &faction of Edward Iris Mann. Cited Cox, Barton
Moe Rey it a tii-lonal honor
baste wit gig buY
Azderian. the orchestra will per- Snyder, Lots TIMM, Vern Older. Widely Whose riorptilW11- ’to
the Intal
borne for Wahiguist., However, he form "Pavane for a Dead PrinTerry NAM, mote school spirit and uphold
said he felt it was the state’s cess" by Maurice Ravel; "La Pro- Joan Aang.
Goodwin, Dalda Cox. Judie traditions. Members are chosen
responsibility as it now provides cession du Rocio" by Joaquin TarDonald Niels,Walt
David Yo- for outstanding work In many
homes for a number of state col- ma; and Mozart’s ’laatz Syrnrlory., 1,e Roy WI
Taylor campus activities and for their
lege presidents.
and James Bagby
academic achievements.
Colleges where the state now
provides residences are i’hIce,
Eta Mu P,1. national honorary IP"DiI
Hwaheldt, Fresno and CainorBREADED YEA’. CUTTETS
alas -Polytechnic. Those without businesza fraternity. will hold. Its
POTATOES
SOUP
_Joe. Ilan__Yrinchwth., dinner meeting tomorrow at HaVEETABLE BREAD & BUTTER
has Diego, Los Angeles, Long venly Foods beginning at 6:15
according to Shelley Detrick.
Brock and tiarmatento.
Wahiquitt pointed out that all group president.
Guest speaker Harvey White, a
presidents of slate colleges get the
same salary, but tholes in email stock broker for Sutro and Co.,
schools also get thrirhome pro- will discuss stocks and bonds in
relation to thf-a-v-Frilge investor.
vided.
At" The " nrygent tiwse wattrnewt -fentlowttrg the meeting. White will
aims and mail/terns his own home allow the grourt to tour his San
Houri 7 A.M. to 9-P-1.1.
454ii. 2nd
Jose office.
411eapus.

ROOMS FT
The Underwood Agency
156 W. SAN FERNANDO
(641,4.5 Marist Almaden)
--C’tt411414L-

Vtfhatever Your acantnglstiitii
SPORT COATS . . . DRESS SHIRTS ... SLACKS
SKIRTS ... SPORT SHIRTS ... SUITS
SWEATERS . . . BLOUSES
. . . See Us For Qnality Cleaning . . .

County Orchestra Arranges Concert.
Be-Guest Soloist
FaæiŁd

$rAlti.
u

85,

Aitoo els

-STEAK HOUSE

sminma.r-

you w ..ege . . .

MAUER’S CAFETERIA

Sim aed ley What Yoe Like
Complete Dinners
OPEN
We Specialize
Just
7 DAYS A WEEK
In Homemade
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
1.00 to 1.50
Desserts
--1* SOUTH P51S1=ACROSS PROM KRESS
aleammaashoonsiossoonaose.

SHANK’S

DRIVE-IN DRY CLEANERS and SHIRT LAUNDRY
One Stop
Service

In by 9:00
Out by 5:00

at No Extra Charge
SECOND and SAN CARLOS
(Right behind Newberry’s)
We give S & it Green Stamps

IT’S FOR REAL!

FASHION

121141.11614NOWkwaciaiMeways,
.0,
New York has the waist shoulder-high.
There’s nothing like fashion
To cool off your passion!"
lie laughed
’til he thought he would die!

P.S. Male knees in Bermuda b
shorts can he pretty funny too?
Fat or slender, either gender, if
you like your pleasure BID,
enjoy the real full Amor, the
real satistnetion of a Chesterfield.
Packed more smoothly by
Accu Ray, it’s the smoothest
tasting smoke today.
Smoke for

rad... smoke

L

TYPEWRITER CO.

John T. Wahlquist SPARTAN CLEANERS & Laundry
Teachers Needed To Recruit in East
Coraar SIb & Sea Salvador
Representatives of the Los AnMonclay
t Seidel 7t)0.6300
Saturday 8 - 5

President May
Get Allowance

Eta Mu ’Pi Meets

Late Model Underwoods,
Royals, etc.

POSTER 0
king a program of nationwide coffee parties during January, Mari e Olsen. 4, polio poster girl from Burlington.
Mass., calls on Mrs. Richard M. Nixon, wife of the Vice Presionat,
(biternational)
In the nation’s capital.

MEETINGS

were $3.50
SON

Students who expect to enroll
in Education 145 (Supervised Student Teaching) for the spring semester are required to attend a
meeting Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 55, according to Dr. Gervais W. Ford, Secondary Education Department head.
At this meeting, Dr. Ford said,
student teachers will be given
their assignments in at
teaching for the coming semester.
Important announcements, he added, will be made regarding the
student teaching assignment.

m.

r...,1.10,11IIIMIAdriS

1956
Liss rtowl......isp. in

Spring Ed. 145
Class To Meet

Spartan Shop
Notes, Cards
Now Available

Chesterfield

pik
SmilifyiptC4170htti". cor.150i"."4.411.1*.f"Yort
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Final Co-Rec Fest Tonight

%eatherinan: Rain Again

Co-Bee syill conclude the fall
Setn ester ’is activities tonight
with a varied program to be
presented in the Women’s Gym
beginning at 7:110 o’clock.
Included in the evening’s pro grain will be organized games.
badminton, volleyball, table
games, and 14414IUI dancing.

Return of scattered rani op’pears likely for today, as the
weatherman. seeing hew easy it
isas coer the weekend, esparto
to repeat his drought beeialdni
performance. Not much Illtamplestare change is expert’s’, with’
today’s high around au.

WE41sDA
SJS Budget Goesi-OvIer $9 Million
SAN JOSE

VOL 44

CALIFORNIA.

Y JANUARY

‘ContiAentar Doll
Featured in Lyke
The Semi -Centennial Edition of
Lyke,* which went on sale this
morning at campus stands, bas
within its pages a "Lykeable Doll"
with a continental air.
J a n Kerrigan, a honey-blond
freshman from San Rafael, is
presented as the Spartan answer

417’
, -Will Hold
Membership
Drive Tonight
The first general membership
drive of the year will be held by
the Student Y this evening at
7:30 o’clock at the Student Y,
209 S: 9th St.’
Reports from persons who attended the Asilomar conference
* will be heard at the meeting. The
Regional CounCil at Asilotnar discussed questions such as, who
should be a -Y"
-And
what should be the purpose of the
-local Student Y.
Plans for next semester’s activities, including an open house,
membership driv e, commission
groups, a campus survey of student interests and concerns, also
will be presented and discussed at
this evening’s meeting.
--LW:0yin Stroud, "Y" presidnt,
I* helping Jar lateptturnaut.

Students Get
Teaching Jobs
Students who expect to enroll
in Education 145 (Supervised Student Teaching) for the spring semester are required to attend a
nieeting tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
in Room 55, according to Dr.
Gervais W. Ford, Secondary Education Department head.
At this meeting, Dr. Ford said,
student teachers will be given
their assignments in student
teaching for the coming semester.
Important announcements, he added, will be made regarding the
student teaching assignment.
lie said students who find it
impossible to attend should ,,contact him prior to the meeting.

Group 4 Shots
To Be Given
Second polio vaccinations will
Is’ given tomorrow to Group
4, peroons with receipts up to
ttlee, in the HcaitaDffiee from
2 to 4 pm.
Dr. Thomas J. Gray, health
officer, disclosed that a limited
registration will be held in the
Student Affairs Office Jan. 21
and 22 to bring a second group
ni sig-nups for the two illuminations up to an even 1000.
There are now 736 In this second
group of 1000 persons.

arm
Tickets Ready
Tickets to the February graduates’ Dinner-Dance must be
picked up in Room 18 by Wednesday, Jan. 23, according to Tom
Iionnetti, Senior Class president.
The Dinner-pance will be on
-Thursday ’minx Jan. 31, at 7
o’clock, at Marl*a’s,-490 ErCtmin Real. A Chicken dinner is on
.the menu.
February grads who wish to
purchase escort bids may do 29
..by bringing their activity fee reeeipts to Roo-firt- W.-The coat of
i/S/’’ escort Mill OZ.

to Gina Lollabriglda. Jan, viaited
Italy and other Europeari7101.12tries during a two-month Nor
last summer. She was submitted
as a contestant for the honor
Ify Di Bari House, according to
Editor Barbara Noble.
Seventeen years old and 5 feet
4% .inches tall, Jan registers 3425-38 on the tapemeasure tor the
benefit of statistical observers.
"Lyke Lovelies" are Nancy Atwell, Lynwood ’Hall; Rosemary
Ferri, Colonial Hall, and -Carol
Lovely, House of Earl.
Dr. Mary WIley,,assoclate proMisor of recreation and education, is honored as "Lykeable
Prof." Lyke staffer Betty BIMlag tells of many unique experiences of the widely-traveled"
professor.
Lyke is being sold at booths
In the Industrial Arts gateway,
between the Women’s Gym and
the Art Building, on the Library
patio, near the Police School and
between the Engineering and PayM tRe-AlitsHŁ1i1ogy- Titiltdfngs. Price of thP TREA1ILE
Centennial Maw sof Lyke, campus feature
whisk went
magazine is 25 cents.
on sale this morning at 7 o’clock. A San
fititsimsaa. Jan is
Following its Semi -Centennial a kindergarten -primary major who enjoy, *Hag. invlamning and
theme, Lyke’s format includes pic- tennis. Copies of the magazine now are available it itampas stand&
tures of the Sparta of 1906 and
similarly dated advertisements
that show what was high style
to the Spartan of the era.
In a feature titled -Those
Were the Days," Mrs. Bees Williams Dolan, a 19011 graduate
selected ai’the "Theme Girl"
Meeting at 7 o’clock tonight at’
seri
_far the .SesniXeatennial hour,
ItgICLATM,X_WIC
P "ASTI* Tat Mee MAP The
Maj. Gen.
recalls what Sparta was lute in unit will be visited
Interfraternily Council faces one
the days of lace corsets and Frank N. Roberts tomorrow morn n g between 9:30 and 11:30 of its busiest schedules because
mustache cups.
o’clock, according to Maj. Edgar riding on the outcome of the
Among other Lyke selections
B. Colladay, assistant professor of meeting is the success or defeat
carof
satires.
graphic
the
are
of the fraternity expansion movemilitary science.
pokes
who
toonist Perry Huffman
ment.
This is General Roberts’ first
Stin Jose State’s 14 social fravisit to SJS. He recently was apternities also must elect spring
pointed Chief of the U.S. Army
semester officers. Two fraternities
Military District, California, and
Will not be able to hold offices
is on tour of ROTC installations
this semester, the IF(’ ruled last
on college campuses throughout
week, because they have held key
the state.
positions in the Council for the
General Roberts will meet wi
last tour years. The two houses
President John T. Wahlguist’s
Alpha Tau Ornieg_a_Lugl Kappa
resentatIva lin well as with
Alpha.
John E. Rogers, ROTC commanThe TPC also will consider a reder.
port by the Social Chairmen Comrhittee, a group composed of fraternities and sororities to evaluate Greek social events.
Discussion is expected to conTheer will be no meeting of the tint on the IFC decision to award
Rally Committee tonight, accord- the Warrere-Riskop Trophy, given
ing to Gary Waller, chairman. each year to the fraternity which
Regular meetings of the group will does best athletirally, at the
not be resumed until next semes- Spring Sing Matesd of at the trater, he said.
ditional awards banquet.
PROF MARY WILEY
Lyitelable Prof UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP
,

District Chief Frat Question
,
Arranges V mit On Agenda
01.,ROTC Unit At IFC Couiab
by

1

No Rally Meeting

his pen at a number of "painless"
court!" offered to the unsuspecting.

President Proposes
Bi est U.S. Budget

Featured fiction of the edition
Is a student-written short story
titled. "Oh. Adelbertl", which
draws a tongue-In -cheek compariWASHINGTON--President Eison between Spartan courting prosenhower proposed to Congress
cedures now and at the turn of the
Tuesday the biggest ’U.S. spendCentury. The story was written
ing budget in peacetime history
by "Perry Wihkle."
$71.8 billion.
"Here’s the Real Scoop!" a
He rood fait a general tax
thinly -disguised parody on ’the
cut and asked for higher postal
astir* of two Spartan inertiatraces the humorous pre- rates.
litetment of sportswriters "Ravin’ Rick O’Conner end Sal
Amender," boy wonder of the
"Sputtering Daily."

His new budget for fiscal 1958
was in the black for the third
straight year. The surplus of revenues over spending was estimated
at $1.8 billion for the new year
"Now anti Then" by Pat Penick,
ARMY ORDER BLASTED
starting next July 1.
class winner In he novice box -1
An Army
SAN FRANCISCO
ing tournament, places the bas- - But to. help check inflation.
order requiring National Guardsketball teams of 1957 and 1906 Mr. Eisenhower said, the surplus
men to serve six months active
side by side for the inspection of must be used further to reduce
duty would "seriously cripple!’ the
the reader.
the federal debt which now stands Callf,ornis National Guard, accordAlso contained is a feature on at $2757 billion,
ing to Maj. Gill Earle M. Jones,
... the state
,Mtittiaat. Gerwrel
...
ittblitsilt left -"boosbotier the tea..
force.
ditional pilfered pics, coverage of TERAS10121012111.42 KAMHD
"Recruiting Is difficult enough
AUSTIN
GOv, Allan Shiver’
Spartan Centennial fashions, and
of Texas, as his Met official act, now,", the ’general said. "When we
a sports "scoop" on George MatTuesday Hipoillted Dallas At- have to, tell young men they will
115E- Milner SJS track -star who
-97.11111111trsix months on active
yeha s participated twice i n the "Loyal tilemocrtit" though an El- dirty, it’s going to be eVen more
sesihower: partisan, to the
cltyrnpie pmea.

o-

.

;

Senate succeeding Governor -Elect
Price Daniel.
Senate Demoiratic Leader Lyndon Johnson ID -Tex.) announced
from Washington Blakley will vote
with the Democrat’, thus continuing the 49-47 Democratic control of the Senate.
But Illaltley,- at- Deltas, refused
to say whether he will vote Democratic or Republican as interim
Senator from Tenn.

( ’
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-Money--Set
Set for Bitildings.,
New Land Acquisitions
Camp Reaches
Student Limit;
142 Register
The 142 student limit for this
year’s Spartacarnp was reached
today, according to Bud Fisher,
publicity chairman. All campers
and alternates’ places have been
taken. Those students who are registered for the camp and have
paid the deposit of $5 are reminded that the remainder of the
$10 coat IS due by Feb. 15 In the
Student Iiusiness Office, Room 16.
Faculty consultants for Sparta camp are Buford Bush, Dr. Janice
Carkins, Dr. Robert B. Cragln,
Louis T. Fisch!, Frances Minted.
pr. G. A. McCallum, Karl J. Mueller, Curly Neal, Leta Walter, Lyle
Edrnison, John Merman, and
Lola Eriksen.
-Student. --eounselors-ere Vivian
Andres, Dick Arington, Liz Bell.
Clayton Bruntz, Nancy Burke,
Tom Burns, Alicia Cardona, Bruce
Carter, Joan Emma, Bob Foy,
Lavonne Gomes, Nan Gopdart,
Brent Heisinger, Alice Kunz, Jim
Lacy, Jerry McCarthy, Joan Oeser,
Chuck Rigdon, Dick Robinson.
Mickey Simonet, Sandy Singer,
Nada Stepovich, Al Stubbe, Bill
Sturgeon, Sandy Trainer, Al Walburg. and Jan Warden.
flee- losGoetionat semions wilt
be held for the student counselors.
The first will be tomorrow at the
Sigma Kappa house.

Club Meeting Told
Occupational Therapy Club will
meet tonight at 7 o’clock In Room
17.
Guest speaker will be Lilian
Wegg, 0.T.R., director of Occupational Therapy at the May T.
Morrison Center for Rehabillatation. Topic IV- her talk will be
vocational, testingOf’
patients. ,

Campus additions of six and -a -half block of land and five now
buildings comprise the $9,309,800 capital oufiay budget outlined for
San Jose Stilts Celine in Gov. Goodwin J. Knight’s proposed 1%7U state budget presented to the Legislature Monday.
Included in the budget are a $2,595,300 Industrial Arts Building
on the west side of Ninth street behind the present Engineering Building: $1,1116,000 Art Building behind the Music Building between Eighth
and Ninth streets: ’WI .300 Health Building in the present parting
corner of Ninth and Son Carlos streets; $650,000
area at the north west
Ild
Student Activities
Mg on what is now San Antonio street new
Ninth strut; $
00 Faculty Office Building between the Men’s
and Women’s Gyms,"twar the Education Wing.
Two and -a -half million dollars of the capital outlay budget is
for new campus land en the south, east ana west sides of the present
*campus
Plans a re to acquire
the northern half of the bkvek
Non -Residents
bounded by’ Third, Fourth, Sim
Aatonio and San Carlos streets;
-4/10- five block area bounded by
"villha Carlos. Fifth, San Salvador
and 10th streets; and the block
bounded by San Carlos, 101h, San
Students who were Classified as Antonio and Ninth streets.
non-residents of the Sate of CaliREMODELING SCHEDULED
fornia, but who now believe they
Other budgeted funds are $25,
will be entitled to retlitasification
000 for working drawings perfor the Spring Semester, may ap.180.011. tO..retn.04ffing _Alm colply for classification
lege’s main building and aliocafide resident by submitting a new
time of $18,500 for equipment and
statement o f residence. These
$193,200 for lighting the old Sciforms are available in the Adence Building.
missions Office.
Student fees, Veterans AdminiApplications should be made
only if the student believes he will stration payments and other
have been a legal resident of sowers art expected to add $920,
California for one full year im- 314 to the proposed state operamediately preceeding registration tional money to San Jost. State
for the Spring Semester. The sta- College.
rise are in the STAPP TO INCREASE
WS
Colletp staff weadd seer over
United States
i student visa
the 1000 mark under the budges_
MG not be *lunged. - The request for reclassification recommendation for 198 new staff
is the responsibility of the stu- members for the college next year.
dent and should be taken care Approximately 110 of the new ass-’
of by Jan. 18. No reclassification ployees would be teachers. In acwill be made on registration days. cordance with earlier studies,
Non-resident students will be re- seven ne w administrative posiquired to pay tuition fees at that tions, including a vice-president,
are included in the budget.
time.
Reasons for teaching additions
;sere the rising graduate enrollment, trend toward greater upper
division enrollment, a large inStudent Council will meek crease In practice teaching entoday at 2:15 p.m. Is the !stu- rollment and the shift from liberal
dent Union. A regular business arts curricula to oceupatio.naL
i-tiagisplaaard.
14,7Higt- INCIULASZO-- - _ MID
The governor’s operational support of the budget for San Jose
State College totals $6,852,220 or
a 23.5 increase over the figure for
the current fiscal year. This year’s
budget support included $5,547,997.
San Jose State tops all state
colleges with its Rix million -plus
operational support program. Cal
Poly follows with a prop:mei:1 14.
931.387. Operation budget proposals for
all state colleges total $40,354,8:27
for the 1957-58 proposed budget.
This is an increase of 18.4 percent over this year’s $14,075,473
allocated.
ENROLLMENT VP
(7;0V. Knight’s operationalsupport budget earmarked for SJS
Is baud on a full-time equivalent
enrollment of 9.900 for 1957-58.
This year’s FTE totaled 9,010
with total figure*, both full end
part-time students, climbing near
11.000.
In comparison with last year’s
cost of $613, the average coat of
educating a student at San Jose
State next year will jump to $692.
Long Beach State College at $610
per aliireistiiiiiessu
_
lege division of agriculture at
$2020 are the. low and’ high figures for state college’s ’in the
governor’s 1957-58 estimates.

Should Check
Tuition Status

Council To Meet
Th.

Grad Fee Due
ISRD ’RED TAPE" HXDO1211--Altheugh the three made leads la
lied Tippet" the 1967 edIttirot of Royalties are Roasts* Communist
sues ifiey ditir
rft-thttitVaidfonesr-thisb hoping for the brat toe the "’comic vitiates." The trio are, lerti.".o
eight, Rob Gordon. Don West and Jim Dann. no Ma stole the
show on opening night with their tremendous performances. "Red
Tape" reopens tomorrow Wight at R:IS s’eloek
Merits Dailey
d will ran VrMay and Saturgag nights. Tickets are
Auditorium,
t Affairs (*Mr, at at thst inslitorinm the night
ea sal* he the
General admission,. price la-gleAnd 75 emits fee
of the perfo
,;, .
.
istadeute
o

Seniors who plan to graduate
in June should pay their activity
fees as soon as possible, according to Ds. Rocei G. Pisan, Benin-Malt advteer ’
Dr. Plitano believes that the
Senior Class will be better able
to plan the activities for the
June graduates if the Class knoWs
how many seniors will Participate
th--, the -Iiinstions.

,

1

Spartacamp Will Deal With Specific Problems
Of Campus Character; Discussions Dominate
Pop 2

Wednesday, January 16, 1957
-

Military Duty Darkens Graduation

f

The end of each semester accompanied by graduation ceremonies
IS a time of year when young Men’s fancies turn to thoughts of employment. But there is one hitch, that being a hitch in Uncle Sam’a
It is not very pleasant going through four years of college with
the drift hanging over your head. Of course it always lends an air of
expectancy to the whole proceedings, but it still isn’t very pleasant,
Naturally there are a few college grads who will look forward to
their army service. and some may even be planning to make a career
of it. But from all observations, these grads arm a definite minority.
If you know anyone who has been in the service recently or is in
now, then you probably have heard stories about how it can be a
rather useless way of life.
After serving two years active duty now, a soldier is paroled to
his reserve board where he must serve another four years as an active
reservist, reporting to meetings every week and spending annual vacations at an army, summer camp.
-Aaurikthe weekly reserve meeting and the annual summer camp
idea isn’t bad, it’s the two years active duly that hurts. A few years
ago most of us used to cringe at the idea of universal military training
in the hope that the draft would end soon. UMT would have required
six months active duty and a few years in the active reserves.
The Korean conflict and the stepped up cold war made it necessary to have a strong, standing army only a few short years ago. There
is still a need for a standing army
the cold waris still with us, only
it’s not so "hot" but it
is doubtful whether it should remain as
strong. Modern means of warfare have made strong, standing armies
less important, despite how the Pentagon may argue;
--Since every able-bodied young man must continue to serve his’
country in the armed forces, it seems to us that the best way to fulfill
this obligation would be to serve six months active duty, and the next
five-and-a-half years in the active reserves.
We believe that this system should be applied to college grads
in particular. The high caliber of instruction and training they have
received would be better put to use if they were allowed to follow
their chosen pursuits. Two years is long time.

By PATI BARATIN1
The fourth annual. Spartacamp,
San Am Strite’s leadership training pekrani. will be held this
year on March 9 and 10. This
camp w a s organized here at
State in 1952 by’a -student who
felt the need for training of OW
kind.
In the spring of 1953 student
and administration leaders plan-’
ned the first Spartacamp to be
held in the fall of that year.
Since at that time we were the
opl.N ,ceool in California haying
such a program, State didn’t ,res
(rev much help in develOping the

program. Now there are smeral
California ’chords who have organized their illAYTI camps, and
many citslhose bae followed the
pattern and Ideas of San Jose’s
Spartacamp.
The Nest -camp dealt with
’sacral problems of campus
iseigte. ’The sensual camp added
the Idea of weris,e0pe aim using stutleats as dleeitission
leaders. Last year the camp advanced another step toward
being use of the most successful camps of its kind.
,,,The 1957 Sfiattacamp is deal.
lag with specif lc problems of

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Biblerl

Out of Every Four Males in College,
One Receives Aid From Uncle Sam

,
Nearly one out ...or every four of $110.
males enrolled in colleges a n d
Total training under.the hill,
universities is attending under which includes below-college
the Korean GI Bill, accosting, to training., on-t he-job training sand
Clara on-the-farm training, is 760,000.
John W. Davis. Santa t.f.leer.
County Veterans Service
Following World War II, over
Of the total male enrollment of
1.916,000-473.000 are veterans - Lew million veterans were enrollThis enrollment is a new high for ed in colleges and universitke
making the ratio three out of.
..- attendance under the Kumasi, Bill,.
four
students veterans.
It
in
the,
topping t e record set
spring of 1956 by eight percent.
Of the enrollment of over 5000
male students at San Jose State.
2200 are Korean veterans. This
figure is well ahme the national
average. It is understandable that
more veterans, attend state-supported schools* because of lower
tuition fees.
Korean veterans pay all tuition,
e
al books and miscellaneous tees In
. addition to :dorsi and board IronsMgr mbnthly siNsisteince-cheCits

Registrar Will.
Mail Grades
Students may have their grades
mailed them by self addressing
Abe envelopes outside the Registrars Office, Room 116, AND USING THEIR OWN STAMPS.
James Spence, assistant registrar.
-sald-loiliee.- -7 -We are already getting envelopes without stamps." Spence
stated. He explained there is a
state law prohibiting the office
from putting stamps on the envelopes.

Michigan Man Receives
Wallet Loetilecatle Ago

:1"
1E9 I’M GOING TO MN ’CU OECAUSE I’M ’TIRED OF HAVING
TO woe 1,-NEW/I,PJ/01tViltaXigei UFO YEW’

A PRODUCT DEVELOIPMENT
ENGINEER AT IBM?"
Three years ago, college senior Gerold Nialeyashadhireself tide goestion.,
Today, an Associate Engineer and ledderdririglir-titan lank
views his experience at IBM and gives some pointers that may be helping
to you in taking the first, most important step in your engineering career

"What really sold met" says Jerry,
"was the way they conducted engineering. I’d exported -rooms full, of
engineers at desks. Instead, I found
all the informal friendliness of my
college lab."
Gerald, an E.E., came directly to
IBM from the University of Buffalo,
in 1953. Starting as a Technical Engineer, he was immediately assigned
to work, with two others, on designing a small calculator. The supervisor
of this project was Dr. R. K. Richards,
author of "Arithmetic Operation in
Digital Computers." Jerry learned a
great deal about cciriiputers in a very
abort time. incidentally, his particular machine is now going into pro-

Couretas received the wallet
In the mail Dec. 5. The hotel said
the wallet was discovered when
Its Lost and Found Department
was cleaned out.
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Information about cheating in
an examination or other work at
SJS should be reported to the instructor or a personnel dean. The
Fairness Committee can be consulted also.

"That’s it like 6) be

(hie brother is a mathematician) and
is fascinated by these mathematical
marvels which are revolutionizing
man’s ways of doing things in so many
fields. He enjoys working on large
equipment..andtm "pulses." "It’s
more logical," he says. "In computer

leftism proions Is his wee,
diction. As Jerry gays, "It makes an
engineer feel good‘ to see his project
reaeh the production stage -and to
be able to follow it through;"----airromoted to Amociate ,Etighteerafter 16- menthe, Jerry is now the
lender of a nine-man team. He assigns problems to his group for eolutiou:*approves their block diagrams
’81A:the fnede0--th_k*L-PRIbilPir
ass hour a day goal into papr work
suck as requisitioning equipment for
his group arid reviewing technical
Publications, in counseling members/
Of his team and preparing for trips to.
eoeiet y meetings. Apart from
Ins regular responsibilities, he teaches
at night in the IBM school.
4,
Why Jerry chose IBM

Otitiimie, there were other reasons
why Jerry selected IBM. He was
IBM was obviously it leader in the
field. He comes from a scientific falledi
DATA PAOCIESSI NO
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Has Extensive Dramatic Work History
By BARBARA HARTMAN
Sylvia (’iron’. drama major in King Arthur’s Court," as well
Who won the In. Kaucher Oral as a high school production.
She lead the lead in her senior
Reading Award, has been in dramatics of various sorts since she play, bui her father never got to
was a little girl, beginning with see It. -he collapsed from overa part in the Recreation Depart- work before- it began and missed
all the performances.
ment’s product in of "Situ
Sylvia did readings, monologues
White" when she was about 10,
Her first part in Junior The- and skits for various groups while
ater was in "Early to Bed, Early in school, wrote an aquacade
to Rise" when she was 11, ’and script and was president of "Thesshe was active with this group pians," chapter of the inte rthrough her high school years. national drama group.
She has played in "Hansel and
She took drama lessons from the
Gretel" three times, each in a
different part_, from . grammar
school to college. She also appears
before children’s groups as the
"Blue Fairy,"_ entertaining them
with stories.
Sylvia’s goal is a general secondary ’credential and an M.A. ae
gree in Children’s Theater, in
which she is very active at present. She is secretary of the
Children’s Theater Association at
SJS, a new organization this year
-but that’s another story.

Payoff

Man Burns Up
SYLVIA CIRONE
. . Wins Award
director of this play and eventually became assistant director of
one of the Junior Theater Product ions, "A . Connecticut Yankee

DETROTri(UP) Hugh Self,
40 sprinkled gasoline around the
lobby
of e hotel where an acquaintance lived then lighted it,
police said.
They said Self was angry because the acquaintance had refused to pay off on a numbers
ticket.
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(Author of "Barefoot Boy woh Cheek." etc.)

WHO WENT TO THE PROM
ANg

,

"Hello," siiid the voice on the telephone. "This is
Werther Sigafooe."
"Who?" said Anna Livia Plurabelle.
"Werther Sigafoos,"’said Werther Sigafoos. "I sit
next to you in psych. I’m kind of dumpy and I always
wear a sweatshirt."
afraid I don’t remember you," said Anna Livia.
"I’m the one whose lecture notes you’ve been borrowing for two years," said Werther.
.abh, hear’ she said, "What rk-frou wish. Walter?""
riiiid-Werther. "What I wishThs to take
you to the Junior Prom next April."
"That’s months away, Westnor," said Anna Livia.
"Werther," said, Werther. "Yes. I know, but you are
so round and beautiful that I was afraid you might
have a date already."
"As a matter of fact I do, Wingate," mid Anna Livia.
"Werther," said Werther. "Oh, drat!"

What about promotions?

work, you can actually see things
happening, which is not the came with
all electrOpic equipment today. And
it’s not all solid math, either. What’s
more. this Agit jaao_new that pretty.
soon you’re up with everybody else."
Gerald has done recruiting work
himeelf for IBM and believes he understands some of the college senior’s
,-problems. "I usually begin an interew by determining a man’s interPromMlon elment walmemlie

eedrestoi *otiose miblIc
eat," he reports. "Then the diversity
of work at IBM enables me to offer
him a job which will challenge that
interest." Gerald distinguishes lire
tween two kinds of engineers- t hose
,talfh
as Circuit designs, and ’those who at
Interested in the par44he component

11111TRic TVetifiturted0.’
-

plays. The latter is his own interest,
which is why he is in advanced machine design. He points out that IBM
is careful to take these factors into
consideration -another reason, perhaps, why turnover at IBM is leen
than one-sixth the national average.
When asked about advancement
opportunities at IBM, Jerry says,
"You can hardly mina in this field and
in this company. They tell me sales
about double every five years -which
in itself makes promotion almost axiomatic." He endorses the IBM policy
of promoting from within, with merit
the sole criterion. The salary factor,
he remembers, was not his first consideration. While excellent, the tremendous advancement potential was
of far greater importance.

UPi Steve
PONTIAC,
Ceemetas. 77, lost his wallet In a
Cheyenne, Wyo.. hotel 10 years

Spa z

campus character. Concrete example’s are being developed In
the discussion ma4ezial and topic.
are going to be discussed that
will be both useful to the present
leaders and those to come, Attending the camp will give not
only a better understanding of
successful leadership training
techniques, but also. a chance to
associate with one another in an
atmosphere conductive to constructive thought on these subjects.
You may or maPnot come away
with a lie& interest in campus
problems and methods to solve
them, but it is Wee that you will
have entered into many discussions that will helpiyou.
The committee; (*reposed of
eight studeiles sad five Iseult),
and administration members,
has developed ’four primary discussion topics: the qualities and
traits of a good leader; what
are the necessary step" In planning campus activities; how to
go about delegating jobs to subcommittee men, and the means
and methods of handling coordination and communicatlese
These group discussions will be
headed by a counselor ind
campers, Instead of straight lecture most of the meetings will
consist of buzz sessions and general group discussions.
Spartacamp is open to all students. The full cost of the two
day camp is $10, which includes
room, board, and transportation
to and from Asilomar, the camp
site. Upon registration at the
Spartacamp booth in the Outer
Quad you need only pay a $5 deposit. Registration will continue
until Friday or until all 142 avail.
able ’places are filled.

Kaucher Oral Reading Award Winner

S

IBM hopes this memo will give you
some idea of what It’s like to be an E.E.
In Product Development at IBM. There
* ate eeple opportunities ToeT.E.a. MX-%
physicists, mathematicians, and liberal
arts majors in IBM’s many dIvixionsReinearch, Manufacturing Engineering,
Salm and Technical Serviee.Why.not drop
In and discuss IBM with your Piseement
Director/ 11P can supply our brochure and
tell you when 111 M will Interview on your
campus. Meanwhile, our Manager of Engineering Recruitment, R. A. Whitehorne,
will be happy to answer your questions.
Just write him at IBM,ieem #880t gao
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. y..,

IBM
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Anna Livia did not really have a date, but she was
expecting to be asked by Stewart Stalwart, athlete and
BMOC. handsome as Apollo, smooth as ivory, driver of
a 2.9 litre Bugatti, wearer of faultless tweeds, smoker
of Philip Morris Cigarettes, which, even without his
other achievements, would by itself stamp him as a man
of discrimination, as the possessor of a pleasure-oriented
palate, as one who smoked for the pure joy of it, who had
sought andnfelind a cigarette brimming over with zest
and zip and hearty good fellowship- Philip Morris!
Well air, Anna Livia waited for Stewart to ask her,
but two days before the Prom, to everybody’s amazement,
he asked Rose-of-Sharon Kinaolving, a nondescript girl
with -pavement eelered hair arid a.brialcase.
Anna_Livia sobbed for a spell and then, not wishing
to miss the most gala event of the junior year, she
phoned Werther SigafooFi.
"My Prom date has come down with a dread virus,"
she said, "and I’ll accept your invitation, Waldrop."
"Werther," said Werther. "Oh, goody ganders!"
The next day Anna Livia received a phone call from
Stewart Stalwart. "My Prom date has come down with
a dread virus," he said. "Will you go with me?"
"Certainly," she said and immediately phoned Werther and said, "I have come down with a dread virus and
cannot Am to the ProntwIth you, Whipatiteh."
ged-wortkor’-iOtt, mica 11111 Waal"So Anna Livia went In the Prom with Stewart and
who do you think they ran into? Rose -of-Sharon with
Wertber, ’that’s, who!
Stewart had felt obliged to ask Rose-of -Sharon because she always did his homework, but she had weaseled
out beaks she really wanted to go with Werther with
whom she felt a great oneness because they were bath
so dumpy. He fell wildly in love with her at the Prom,
and today they are married and run a very. successful
five-minute auto-wash in New Bern, N. C.
Anna Livia and Stewart are happy blit......They are
still juniors and have-not missed a -Prom ha six years.
Mel Shulman. 11067
41I’, well that earls well, say the makers of Philip Morris
I igareites, who bring you thie trainmen earls *eels through
the school year. And, speaking of things that end well and
begin well too try today’s zestful neer Philip Morris!
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Fresno Trips SJS In Overtime
Preps Beat
Freshman
Five, 50-40

Ulrey, Ressa Star
For Locals in Loss
To Santa Clara High

Buzzy Ulrey and Gary Reese
tried in vain to lead their Sparta babe club to its first win in five
starts last night, but the trash
went down 4) a strong Santa
Clara High cage team, 50 40 at
Spartan Gym.
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"NIGHTFALL"
"WICKED AS THEY COME"
-Arlene Dahl Phil Gray

CALIFORNIA
..THCONG" AND
FOUR QUEENS"

Clark GabloEloonor -Parlor
-Also
"MB BOSS"

EL RANCHO
"SHARK FIGHTERS"
Victor Mature Koren Shoal
A
"YOU CAN’T RUN AWAY
FROM IT"
June Allyson Jack lornmon

TOWN E,
"HYPNOTIST CONFIDENTIAL"
(The lid Murphy Assail.)
Kso
"THE UNKOWN I"
Student Rates

SARATOGA
AND SYMPATHY"

baD rah Kerr John Kerr
Also
’
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woo."
ROy, three-time most valuable
player 11 the _Nplipnal League,
was Waning to a season in which

First Dual Meet

"fs"4-RED TAPE

Ringmen Tackle
Air Force Stars

Thursdays Friday and Saturday

STATE SHELL SERVICE

T CP-7j-

COMPLETE
Lubrication and Auto Maintenance
Brake Work
Tune-up

Spartans! Save $ $

WONDER CLEANERS

THIS CAN BE YOU!

f ro m bumper to

to

BOB SCOBEY’S BAND
losturing

CLAHGT NATI*
foul

__Ia..1350 he balked only .281. The shot at
next season he NM M.V.P. bonors. In 1952 he -dropped to .$19
and bodneed back the next season
to’ again take most valuable
honor* .Then it was down again
In 49511. when he batted only .207,
so he came back to take th e
ht.V.P, prize rtzain in 1955.
Campanella doesn’t agree with
his teammate. SallIpMaglie; that
Writ W1o--9110151-1it-e" -"nowindup" pitching-tildusiyiae which
Yankee Don Lained used to pitch

-

from

craLtB-L::

method.",

YOUR SKI TRIP NOW
SQUAW VALLEY,
SUGAR BOWL
SUN VALLEY
Arrngn It!
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do
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Howard Nelsen
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No. Fourth and Julian
liAJAN
PIT BROILED STEAKS
Salad
Baked Potato
Chili
Roll and Butter

bumper,

top to bottom, inside and

out. Come in today and let
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Larten’s

PLAN

his perfect Wcifid Series game
mot be risking their arms.

"Of course," he quipped "I al"The way, I look at it," Campy
ways say it feels good when
analyzed. "you $py to win and
there’s nobody pttching to me.
But, honestly, the hands feel if you can 16111 standing on
your head, thee tharg the way

Have You flea
--ITS 1960-1

ore-we

great and I’m highly optimistic." to do it. I wouldn’t be surprised
Campy has precedent on his to.Joee a lot of, young pitchers
side as he looks forward happily and a lot of old ones, too, who
to the prospect of a fine season. haven’t been ’Winners tak e a

That’s right, the new PLYMOUTH is 1960 new. Now

Friday and SaturdaY Night
January 18 and 19

CAMPUS
LAUNDERETTE

Spartan

hit only .219 and because, of
NEW_YORK (UP) -Happygo-lucky Roy Campanella laughed his crippled hands was not highly
off two cuts today "because the effective in any way.
one on the hand hurt the-. most
"We missed Johnny Padres
and it’s all healed now."
last season, too." said Campanella
The "one on the hand" Matz of the 1955 World ’Kei-les. ’But
this is not a one-man ball club.
operation necessary to
bone chips. The other was a Remember, the Yankees kept. ott
$5000 salary slash which mews, winning after they kiet the likes
he’ll receive "only" 237,000 to of Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig and
catch for the Brooklyn -Dodgers Joe Dimaggio. And Brooklyn will
keep right on winning after I’m
next season.
gone."
"I just feel so good today."
Campanella underwent surgery
gurgled the roly-poly receiver in
his high-pitched voice. "that I on his right hand after the Dod1- Could play torevEr.-- gers’--pcittrseirson--totir et
feel
"Last season It hurt so had f
Campy admitted that he figured
couldn’t hardly grip the hat,"
the Dodgers would win the pen- he recants!. "But Vse been
nant again next season despite swingInga hat in the basement
and there isn’t any pain at all.
the loss of Jackie Robinson.

DANCING

9-1

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery

paptait cpigto

Campy: ’I Could Pla

’Sure, he’ll be missed." said
’the chubby catcher. "But they
Missed me lied year and they

Tin Chaim T
(worm*, ego mosieritue
woo, tor wan sr Peak
Ma COTTON’S
w Sua Own it.

If ever any one player dominated a San Jose State. basketball
game. Fresno State’s Gary Alcorn did it last night as be led the Bulldogs to a 79-75 overtime California Basketball An uctory
Spartan Gym.
The loss dropped the Spartans to foutth in ORA Standings while
_Fresno was registering its initial win of the loop campaign and its
-first in history over any league opponent other than Pepperchne.
SERVING YOU WELL
The 6-toot, 8 -inch center did even more than his press notices
3 WAYS
gave him credit for ae he stored the Bulldogs first all points in the
coirste.
SJS
spirited
been
SPEED
wipe
out
what
had
to
overtime period
COURTESY
back in the last seconds of the regulation game.
LOW COST
During the evening’s festbities, Alcorn hit 11 of 25’ shots, gather.
ad_in-15..rebounds and blocked 11 5.15 shota__five of which would havk
WEST SCORESQuarterback Ed Brown bursts Into the end gone for sure baskets.
Special Rate on
tone for the West’s only touchdown in the first quarter et the
Even though he gave away a half-foot in heighth, San Jose’s Art
annual Pro Bowl contest In Los Angeles. The Weal beat the East.
Tues., Wed., Thurs. with
onnine
19
and
connected
of
Powell
boards
23
rebounds
off
the
took
19-10, with Bert Beichichar booting field goals of 40, 44, 44 and 52
Student Body Card
field goal attempts in addition to
yards.
two free throws to wind up with
20 points. What the statistics
cannot show is the job he did in
handling the ball and making the
Fountain: Breakfatt, Lunch,
-"clutch play."
Dinner
South Third at See Sehredere
Ed Diaz, after getting off to
7th & E. Santa Clara
Atikfics
a miserable start, settled down
&MY ROPPIP0 411
to take high point honors for
SPARTAN DAILY Page 3 the Spartans. hitting nine of 27
Wfdnesday, January 16, 1957
attempts, along with three for
four from the gift line, for 21
points.
The Bulldogs looked as if they
were home free when Alcorn and
Dick Hendricks combined talents
to open up a 60-51 lead over SJS
with seven minutes remaining in
the game.
Center Mary Branstrom, who
tossed In 17 points for his
night’s work,’ Diaz and Powell
San Jose State boxers will be taking on an aggregation of allstarted a rally that did not
star Air Force ringmen from major air bases In I:RU(0min when
take full effect until Don Bled
they open their season with the first dual meeD of the year in
stole the ball from Rolland
Spartan Gym Friday night, starting at 8 o’clock.
Todd and tied the score at 68-66
The inert had originally been M’hell:Ilird between SJS and
-FEATURING ALL NOV
with layln.
pugilists from Travis, Parks and Fairfield Air Bole& Catteh,lidle
the
Bulldogs
Hendricks
put
...Menendez learned yesterday he wouidhe.towtypillmegoset Indy
9.fililf two- only Thhave
from the original trio of bases, but also from March and McClelPowell insert a hook shot to tie
land Fields and several others.
the two clubs at 68-68 as the
"They could be teal good," Menrndez said. "M’e never know
buzzer ended t he regulation
what to expect when we go up against a service team." "If they
game.
are good, then I’ll be able to get a glad line on some of my boys
In the overtime. Alcorn put in
and that is primarily whey tie scheduled the meet."
ACROSS FROM THE STUDENT UNION
two hook shots and a pair of
The Spartans will not be at top strength. Nick Akana, highly
FOURTH AND SAN FERNANDO
free throws to ice the game. San
rated former National AMU runner-up will detely not box. lie
Jose pulled to within three points C
is not eligible to compete until nett siemesters--With 45 seconds remaining, but
Al Julian, the most Impressive member of the Spartan ring
the Bulldogs gained control of
tram thus far, reported that doctors may not let him box Friday.
the ball and scored again at the
He said that he has an infection over his right eye and that
Aw^4..1.,0
final buzzer.
doctor& told him,licrtatioLd...nol be ,able_to box unless the swelling
’
STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD ’t
weal ,down.
First half Play- nef the %lige
Good for 20% Discount When Presented With
Menendez had plashed to use both Julian and Wrdsin Stroud
for the final act. Both clubs
in 139 lb. matches against the Air Force, Stu Rubine, who lost a
employed the race horse style
SJS Student Body Card Pry Cleaning Only)
spilt decision to Julian in the All-College, will go in the 147 lb.
of bail and the score was tied
bracket.
12 times and changed hands
San.’ Jose also will double up in the 165 Ii.. slut, sending Jack
four more times during the
Duignan and Jack Coolidge Into action.
first 20 minutes of action. AlWe Give S&H Green Stamps
Big heavyweight Al Severino will have a 71 lb. weight adtura popped In a hook shot
vantage over his Aill’oree for. Severino vian laical!) weighed in%
with one second left to give
DRIVR IN
CVpreas 1-8743
III IL SANTA CLARA ST.
FMC a 39-27 halftime advan
at 264 lbs., making him probably the biggest college boxer in th
tage.
country.

Dodger Catcher Laughs at Cuts -

els

’vriA

3-0 lead on Ressa’s first three of
seven consecutive free throws, but
the Panthers came right back with
a pair of field goals to move in
front 4-3. The preps never trailed
thereafter.
After Jim Gallizioli lengthened
Santa. Clara’s lead. Center Norm
Steinbach hit a 20-foot set to close
the margin to one point.
_. .
From that point on in the WI;
only Ulrey and Ressa tallied for’
the ’Babes.
It wars ste4aw oinks& outmunadig of
ien1-6410Obetween GallItIoU aid Firer.
First the 5-11 prep would hit
a set or Jump, only to find CIrey countering with a drIse or
hook of his own.
Occasionally Ressa would hit
a shot. Otherwise the fresh were
blanked and trailed 25-19 at the
Intermission,
.
In the second -bar things
changed, but for the worse. The
-two teams managed to score only
five fielders and the final 18 points
were scored from the foul line.
San Jose Coach Jerry Vroom,
who substituted not at all in the
first halL.uscd._three. in the _sec,
ond. The trio did little to change
the outcome, contributing only
seven points to the fresh cause.
Boh Lister, Panther none-such
center, was held to a puny 11
points by ’Babe postman Steinbach. In the first half Lister
connected on three floor shots,
but was limited to free throws
In the second stanza. He was
off from the lints-unusual for
(sr"
the SCVAL’s leading scorerbit 41114y lite or -eight at1s.
The Panthers’ Gallizioli was the
surprise of the night as he tanked
11. This Is about nine points over
his season’s average.
Ulrey and Panther forward Larry Guilford tied for game scoring
honors with 16 points each. Ulrey’s points came on five field
goals and six of eight charity
tosses.

Raiders Lose; 79-75;
Drop to Fourth Spot

SKI RENTALS

IV STE. kl(S
HAM and EGGS
Buttered Toast
Potatoes
Jelly
Coffee

7

w1/44/4.
79cl

Schobori

around.

RALPH SliTTON
’ ’MALEY MOTOR CO.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL, REDWOOD CITY
. 477 S. Market
$2.50 per casiti
$1.50 per person
5707 .
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Enfoy Our New, Comfortable Seating Arrangement!
Open 6:30 A.M. to 10 P.M.
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’Banquets Highlight Sorority Officers Are Announced
Fraternity Activities
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
flatly Ward was elected president
Alpha Chi Omega Monday
night. The other new officers are
Connie Maxwell and Claudette
Marque, first and second vice
presidents; L o un n e Marriani.
rush chairman, Barbara Harrison,
house manager; Shirley Benton,
social chairman; Diane Gadaby,
Panhellenic representative; Pat
Swanson, song chairman.
Clairene M a cb a d o, publicity
chairman; Macy Dunham, Lyre
editor; Jan Fhiaber, acholarship
chairman; Joan Healy, warden;
Marilyn Hassler, and Pat Camp,
corresponding and recordiret secretaries; Pat Lawless, chaplain;
Fran Farley and Manila Hodgson, historians.
ALPHA 0011108161 PI

Wardell, outgoing president.
Others chosen to serve in the
new term were Jan lister, first
vice president and pledge trainer;
Marlene Brandin, second vice president and social chairman, Marcia
Word and Eileen Bureau, secretaries; June Bibb, treasurer; Pat
Burt, house manager; Gerry Colby
standards, chairman and Carolyn
Curtis, Panhellenic representative.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Two honors were awarded recently at the Theta house, one going to Barbara Dale, as the most
&env girl on campus In spring of
1956 and to Pat Parrish for the
fall of 1956. Their names were engraved on a permanent placque
kept at the house.
Miss Parrish and Diana Stelling
were elected Sparta Camp mitresentaUves, with Shirley Hansen as
alternate, while Camille Barengo
was elected Corporations Board
representative.
KAT Soph Doll candidate is Ginger Buss. Carol Ames is representing Phi Sigma Kappa in the
contest and Markt Rhyne, Sigma

king triode for the May 17 Push
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The brothers are planning their Cart Relays. Functions will begin
"Roaring 20’s" dance Saturday. In April and the Crescent Formal
The annual affair will be held at has been scheduled for May 10.
the Horsemen’N Association buile- Lewis Johnson is director of the
Relays.
ing.
The fraternity is planning .its SIGMA NU
Final house elections were held
next Mothers’ Club tanner for
recently with Bob Heron winning
sometime in February.
Waif-Mee Servile*
Claire Wellenkamp was chosen the post of president. Other ofAITIC
A
CAR WASH CO.
to represent the members in the ficers elected were Dick Strader,
77 S. MONTGOMERY ST.
vice president; Dave Wessel, secSoph Doll contest.
Open thallySannion A.M.
retary; Nick Sanger, marshal,
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Delta Sig members and their pledge captain and sentiel; Jack
Fugit, historian; Dave Englecke,
Sites attended a party at the
Open at I P.M.
treasurer; Chuck Shultz, chaplain
home of Paul Girard preceding
Dine by candlelight et the
and Ray Bowen, reporter.
the IFC dance Saturday night.
Following Monday night’s meetDELTA UPSILON
ing and the announcement of their
MOUTH-WATERING MEALS
Newly elected_ DU officers .are
pinning, Nick Sanger and Patti Afonchty MAT-elections
3% Almaden Ave. CV 7-9908
Dick Pike, president; Gary WalProctor were serenaded.
Nowt the Ctukt Auditorium
Judy Woods new AOPi president.
ler, vice president; Jim Cassidy
No social affairs have been Also elected were Jan Reinrnuth,
and Rich Britton, recording and scheduled for the
remainder of the vice president; Fran Zupanovich
corresponding secretaries; Lore semester as the members
are pre- and Ginny Molinari, secretaries:
Vaught, eargeant-at-arms; Ron paring for finals.
Marlette Peterson, treasurer; ElHarder. I F C representative, THETA XI
am Van Fossen, historian; Dot
Chuck Miller, quarterly editor
Dinner was served at the Sea Forse, door keeper; Dodie Davis,
ahd Alex Stepovich, graduate cor- Wolf Restaurant in Oakland
Sat- fraternity education; Miss Molinrespondent.
urday preceding the 1FC formal ari, Panhellenic representative and
Ann Chambers was elected pres- Several members of the frater- to members of Theta Xi and their Chris Richards, junior Panhellenic,
ident for the next term. Selected
nity attended a party at John dates.
class
presBonnie Muir, pledge
to serve with her were Janet SebWagner’s home before the WC
At the dance the brothers ident, was awarded the red rose rell, vice president; Judy Keech,
dance Saturday night.
learned of the engagement of past as outstanding pledge.
scholarship chairman; Sarah FairKAPPA ALPHA
president Grattan Perry to BevMembers feted Kendra Hutchins ley, pledge trainer; Judy Newman,
The brothers of Kappa Alpha erly Hatch, and the pinning of Monday night with a surprise enDs& and
house monger:
are preparing for the Annual Lee Ben Yates, spring semester presi- gagement shower.
Bonnie Soe, secretaries;
Banquet to be presented by the dent, to Joanna Holby.
ALPHA PHI
Denise Champlin, treasurer; JoSan Francisco Alumni Chapter
Pledges travelled to Monterey
Alpha Phi pledges found a now anne Menchinella, rush chairman;
Friday night in San Francisco. and Cannel Friday -afternoon to means of financing their gifts to Carolyn Carlson, Panhellenic repThe banquet will honor General search for items for their scaven- the house at the Monday night resentative; Cam tile Barengo,
Robert E. Lee’s 150th birthday, ger bunt.
meeting. They were found auction- social chairman; Marilyn Ousts,
General Lee was the spiritual SIGMA CHI
ing off some of the actives’ be- fraternity education; Sally Strickfounder da Kappa Alpha.
Appointive house officers for longings.
ler, activity chairman; Ann Brink,
The San Jose Alumni Chapter the coming semester were an- DIFITA GAMMA
chaplain; Nancy Hahn, marshal’:
will have a Lee banquet the fol- nounced this week by president
Newly elected officers were in- Ginger Buss, junior Panhellenic
or
lowing Weekend, Graduating sen- Jerry Bartlett. They are Art stalled at the chapter meeting and Dorothy Fairburn, courtesy
iors will be honored at the affair. Bergendorf, house manager; Bud Monday night. They are Marsha chairman.
Toby Walker has been appoint- Fisher. socia I chairman; Dal Staude, president: Diane /bitten KAPPA DELTA
ed the new social chairman.
Sceales. flowers and telegrams; and Pat Mullen, first aid second
An ice-cream social will be held
KAPPA TAU
Frank Davidson, song leader: vice presidents;
Claissunt tonight by the icaccia Bette agd
John Grubb, ’Phi Ttelti Theta Larry -Thifordiemp, &rani re- and Karen
oberaspeintinc Phi Mu pledges at the ED bottle.
id recardingallea Lora arunallo, pledge trainer, has
Mate yours tbs lowithect-meilillaq - peouince president, will be a lation4.11111. Osley,
from
guest, along with J. Hugh Jack- repreientative; Leigh Weimer,, Healey, treasurer; Sandy Xl n g. helped pledges Dianne Harris, Lesof the season . . . choose
our group of traditionally right
son, KT adviser, for dinner to- public relations and Bartlett, ritual and Jan Poindexter, scholar- ley Anderson, Lynne Donato and
newly elegant ,b ri d el fashions.
night. Following dinner, Grubb Sweetheart formal,
ship.,
Karen Parkinson prepare the
FREE gift to yoeyour II’. 14"
will speak to members concerning
The Sig car wash, scheduled GAMMA rut BETA
event.
portrait with your purchase from
Phi Delta Theta.
for last Saturday, w a washed
Newly elected officers, Including
Lesley Anderson was elected repThe fall pledge class will hold out, but another one has been Jolly Hospers, chosen president, resentative to junior Panhellenic.
its traditional pledge party Fri- planned for the near future.
will be installed March 4 by
Francene Silver has been select6
day. Pledges have planned a scavenger hunt, with prizes to be
76 W. SA* ANTONIO
WNW, 10 end Market
awarded to the winning cobpirs.
CT 4-4364
Following the hunt, dancing will
Akisii..-loy-AwsryCberge
be held and refreshments will pe
provided. "The KT house will be
The first day Ot raitstration,
converted to -Little Bohemia" for
the evening and all couples will
Monday, Feb. 11 starts "silence
SERTIYIATINfle-PAIRSOPIS
ing in mechanical, engineering.
period" for sorority members and
dress accordingly.
A lighted candle announced the CARLE-NTEPEK
"-whets, according to Panhellenic
Members welcomed back Art
engagement of Joyce Parsons to
Dick Carle, Delta Sigma Psi,
publicity chairman Barbara ClePenner, who recently returned
Dan
Berthiaume
at
Monday
his
pin:the
night
announced
Gamma
FOR RENT
ment. The period will continue
from viewing the Olympic Games
Phi Beta house recently. Miss ning to Lillian Nieper. Carle is a
until preference di,y, Tuesday,
!Mature students or faculty bach- in Australia. Penner will return Parsons is a junior education and senior
administration
business
Feb. 26.
elors to share graduate student’s to college next semester.
music major from San Carlos. major from Santa Clara and Miss
The definition of silence period,
new house. CT 3-5957 before 4 LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Berthiaurne is a music major from Nieper is a junk* K. P. major
according to Panhellenic rules, is
Lambda Chi Alpha brothers
p.m.
San Jose.
from Sunnyvale.
that -Fraternity women may
will gather en masse in the Outer
CAKLL-VINt’ENT
Nearly sew turn, apt. for 3 girls. Quad Feb. 11 to ghee thtir Soph BEVILACQUA-HUETTIO
have no relations with rushees
New
The
announcement
served
of the enYear’s Eve favors
CH 8-1167 3 Wks from college.
outside oe classrooms or living
Doll candidate, Adele Heiberg, a
f10-515 Per month vote of confidence. Miss "Hellberg gagement of Jerry Bevilacqua to to reveal the engagement of Phyl- groups. This shall mean no inKitchen, male students. No drink. will be honored guest at a buffet Dodie Huettio was made at Miss lis Vincent to Bill Carll. Miss formal coke dates, double dates
ing or smoking. CT. 3-3301
dinner to be held at the haase be- Huettio’s home in Menlo Park Vincent is a junior education or downtown casual dates. Frafore the Revelries performance during the holidays. Mies Huettio Major from Laytonville. Carll, ternity women shall not be seen
Lee. Ras. in pvt. bomb stble. tor
is a junior K P. major. Her fiance, who resides in San Luis Obispo accompanying rushees at any
tomorrow night.
2 or 3. Excel. meals 7 dayE Prefer
time, rush parties excepted."
Members were guests at the a construction supervisor for is in the U.S. Coast Guard.
non-sink. or drinkers. Rasa rate.
home of Andy Cobb for a party Bevilacqua Development Co., lives CASSOU-BLEILER
422 W. San Carina.
Larry Cassou, Alpha Tau
held before the IFC dance Sat- in San Leandro.
Omega and Joan Bleiler. Kappa
Reefs and board for girls. Holiday urday night. Plans for a dinner BODINE-VAUGHN
Eloise Vaughn, ,Alpha Phi, an- Kappa Gamma recent 1 y told
Hall. 2 gtril per rm. Excel. kitchen dance to be held at Pebble Beach
privileges.
with the UC, Reno and Fresno nounced her engagement to Chuck friends of their pinning. A junior
chapters are being made. Tennis, Bodine at the recent pledge dance. secretarial major. Miss ileiler is
WANTED
Miss Vaughn is a K.P. major. from Lafayette. Caasou is a junior
swimming, golf and numerous parThe 30 Club and Sigma Delta
Bodine attends the University of business administration major
Mother’s helper. Near Rose Oar- ties are scheduled also.
Chi, journalism societies, will hold
din. Private room, boar& $30 salNational traveling secretary Santa Clara where he is major- from Oakland.
joint meeting tonight at 7:30
AX 6-0682.
Lowell C. Gifford will visit the
o’clock at the home of Barbara
’Typhon dose in my home. Term house Feb. 17-19.
Knight, 476 S. 7th St. Apt. 8.
Preliminary plans already are
-papers, reports, etc. 530 S. 6th St.
Films to be shown during the
Apt. No. 2. Phone CT 4-0535.
evening are "The Tall Man," the
life of publisher Andrew.jieiken of
’ Ous girl to share large, modern 3
Life Magazine, and "The View
room apt. $28. CT 5-9927. 114 S.
From the Tower." the new film
11th St.
Industrial Relations Club will 392 S. 6th St.
’Tau Bettollitirirlit hold an about San Joie State.
-iris seelect officers and discus
Girl to oliere modern 3-room apt
Refreshments will be served afmester program tomorrow at 2:30 election meeting tonight at 7:90
Near campus. $33 a mo. CT 7-2696
o’clock hi the li"Wer.
p.m. in Room 10.
ter the films.
Male stnikat tO share modern apt.
International Students Organi755 & 5th St
sation will hold a cabinet meetGirl to *bare apt. with 3 others.
ing today at 4:30 p.m. In the
CT 3-42119.
We give absolutely free a dis- Green Room of the Speech and
count of 6c in cash on every Drama building.
gallon of gasoline if you buy
Letter Day Saints Institute Of
HMI OM.--Holiday. Immac. cone’.
or more at one time.
6
Religion will meet tonight at 7:30
Many extras. Must s^ll burned.
o’clorstra.at the LDS Institute.
Will take trade. Don Lucas. CT 4Foreign and Domestic Car Servicing
8309.
Newmaa Club will meet toht at -11:15 o’clock at Newman
LOST
Hall.
Brews Puree in Library Timms.
Oerispatioug Itterary Club will
Ream ret. glues & contact ’cense,.
meet tonight at 7 o’clock at 1372.
needed. CT 5-9720 or S.
31 SO. FOURTH
CT 2-5335
4th & wilMa. St&
Presbyterian Students Fellow__Reward.
ship will meet tonight at 6 0:11.. ....
1.,eildereoleSeptedidie
.deseseabiliertereee
clock at 99 S. 11th St.
Social Affairs Committee will
meet tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 24.
Sociology nab will elect offi%.lb. Charcoal Broiled Burger
cers tonight at 7:30 o’clock at
Includes toasted bun, coleslaw, carrel liflak
,

CAR WASH

HOUSE of PIZZA

Ask to see

Auirey’3

ed as Kappa Delta’s candidate for
Sloph Doll. Miss Silver is an interior decoration major and will
be chapter editor next term.
PHI MU
Pledges have completed work on
the decoration of the upstairs hall
of the sorority house. They will be
honored Saturday night with a
dance and buffet dinner at the
Alameda Hotel. Norma Fogle is
general chairman of t h e affair,
assisted by Jo Ann Chase, presentation of pledgee; Mary Kaye
Mennet, invitations and Doris Horwood, decorations.
SIGMA KAPPA
The Big-Little Sister party was
held at the chapter house Monday
night. The big and little sisters
came costumed in pairs, depicting
song titles.
. Prises wentto Gavle Allison and
Betty Jo Cryster portraying the
"Devil and the Deep Blue Sea" and
to Judy Harvey and Jean Jett for
their "Hound Dog" costumes.

Per Gallon

.o.s.
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